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THE REGIONAL AWARDS BOOKLET HAS BEEN SPONSORED BY
THE BEST CAT IN CHAMPIONSHIP

GC, RW ANONA MANHATTAN
OF DREAM WEEVER
Ow: C. Cacho & J. Criswell & B. Stobbe
& N. Giddings

THE BEST CAT IN PREMIERSHIP

GP, NW CASTLKATZ LUNA LOVEGOOD
Br/Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

THE BEST HOUSEHOLD PET

ADDI
Ow: Cassie Pedersen
Simply The Best...

The Best Kitten

GC, NW Wild Rain Let's Dance of DotDotDot
Ow: R. & N. Brown & D. & C. Freels

The Best Veteran

CH, GP, RW Castlkatz Xanadu Skye of Starbeam
Ow: Dale & Erin Cutchen

The Best Cat in Agility

AW Tomiss Ashly
Ow: Nicole Davidson
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Exhibitor of the Year

2011-2012
WENDY HEIDT

Nominees for 2012-2013

Erin Cutchen
Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Carroll Muck
Linda Osburn
Gerald & Juanita Walker

Feline Youth Education Project Participants

First Place
RYAN WATSON
Senior Division

Second Place
HAILEY GOLDSBARY
Cubs Division

Third Place
MACKENNA GOLDSBARY
Lions Division

Fourth Place
JADEN TAYLOR
Lions Division

Fifth Place
BRIANNE IRELAND
Lions Division

Sixth Place
SEAN BLAIR
Cats Division

Seventh Place
KYLE TORGERSON
Cats Division
Regional Director’s Message 2012-2013

As I reread my last year’s banquet statement, I came across this opening comment, “The season has certainly been an intense one! There has been controversy and strife and at this time, I have chosen to focus on the positive and impressive Region 2 accomplishments on the regional and national level. There will always be problems to solve...tonight is a time of CELEBRATION!” That remains true and probably will always be an accurate statement. While there will always be problems to solve there will also be opportunities for celebration. Tonight, let’s focus on what we are using as the theme, “Simply the Best”.

I’d also like to extend a special thank you to Erin Cutchen who stepped in as Regional Banquet Chairperson when Kathy Gumm had to have surgery. Both ladies and their committee members have done a beautiful job in preparing this event. Thank you to all involved.

As we prepare to host the CFA Annual Business Meeting and Awards Banquet at the end of this month, let’s also celebrate our working together to achieve this goal. Pam Moser and her team have done an outstanding job! As we greet well over 400 delegates to our region, please make them feel welcomed. Every time you purchased a pin, calendar, raffle ticket or candy bar, YOU helped make this happen. Thank you to all clubs and individuals for your generosity of money, time and spirit.

I want to congratulate all the Regional Winners for a great 2012-13 season and wish you only the best as you formulate your goals for the 2013-2014 show season. Again this past season, The Pet Me cats have created many smiles and the Ambassador cats continued to amaze the crowds. Children participating in the Feline Youth Education Project (formerly Junior Showmanship) have worked extremely hard this year and we have multiple young people eligible for regional recognition and in contention for those sought-after savings bonds awarded at the National level. National competition winners are being kept secret until the Annual so please continue to send good thoughts to our Region 2 children competing for those awards.

Exhibitors from Region 2 accounted for multiple national wins in Kitten and Premier classes and other CFA activities. Region 2 cats have three national winners in Kitten class including a BEST kitten, and four national winners in Premiership. CONGRATULATIONS to Carol and David Freels and Roger and Nancy Brown for KOTY!!

Whether you have chosen to show for a regional or a national goal, to obtain a DM, or support the Veterans class, your participation and support of Region 2 is appreciated. We span a huge amount of territory and don’t have the most shows or the highest concentration of fanciers. What we DO have is a dedicated group of people who do all they can for each and every show. We continue to lead the way for cats competing in the Household Pets and the Veterans classes. Starting May 1, 2013, both veterans and household pets from Region 2 and Region 5 can earn points for those shows in either region. The two regions have worked very closely together to provide exhibitors in this part of the country with a more seamless show experience for these two groups to match the experience of all the other show categories in CFA. We continue to fulfill the CFA mission for the welfare of all cats!

For the 2013-14 season, I wish you, your families and your cats health, happiness, success and peace.
Championship

Best Cat
GC, RW ANONA MANHATTAN OF DREEM WEEVER
Copper-Eyed White Persian Male
Ow: C. Cacho & J. Criswell & B. Stobbe
Br: Harvey & Bev Stobbe
5074.30

Way to go guys, so happy for you and love your boy. Gloria and the Parti Wai kitties
Second Best Cat
GC, RW TOPCATTERY HAPPENSTANCE
Brown Tabby Persian Male
Ow: Lia A. Greendale / Br: Linda Pisani
4233.40
~Congratulation Lia & Happy! We love you... Sheryl, David and all the Physius Kitties~

Third Best Cat
GC, BW, RW, QUAILRIDGE’S INDY
Seal Point Birman Male
Br/Ow: Phil & Pam Soth
3578.80
Cheers to one big handsome guy.
Your admirer ~ Wendy Heidt

Fourth Best Cat
GC, RW POTTERKATZ HAGRID OF CASTLKATZ
Cream Spotted Tabby British Shorthair Male
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker & Lisa Jones
Br: Garret Sapp & Karen Jonas-Sapp
3078.65
You continue to make us proud! Paul and Ginger Meeker

Fifth Best Cat
GC, RW MAINE LVRS CHARLIE BROWN
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon Male
Ow: Carol Allen & J.H. Hennis
Br: Michelle Chaffe & Anne Jones
2859.95
CONgratulations Carol and Charlie. From Willie

Sixth Best Cat
GC, RW KURISUMASU KURO TOMBO
OF KENIPURR
Black Smoke & White Japanese Bobtail Male
Br/Ow: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
2543.20
Congratulations Marianne, Kendall & Kuro. A great win for a beautiful boy. Betty

Seventh Best Cat
GC, RW A KITKAT COWBOYCASANOVA
OF KIISTOKAT
Seal Lynx Point Himalayan-Persian Male
Ow: Jon & Kathy Durdick / Br: Sue Swaim
2284.75
Congrats to Teddy and Kathy... LOVE those amazing blue eyes!! ~ Tamarakatz Somalis

Eighth Best Cat
GC, RW KISSYFURS INFINITE GRACE
Seal Point Birman Male
Br/Ow: Cathy & Guy Frazee
2035.40
Thank you for allowing us a Birman fix when we need one. Lu & Vern

Ninth Best Cat
GC, BW, RW, AW GRANDBOIS GUIMAUVE
Chartreux Female
Ow: W. Heidt & N. Dionne & C. McFadden
Br: Nancy Dionne & Carole McFadden
2029.15
Congratulations from your very fluffy boyfriend – loved playing footsie with you in the finals...

Tenth Best Cat
GC, RW KENIPURR’S HAPPY HEART
Mi-Ke Tri-Color Japanese Bobtail Female
Ow: Kendall Smith
Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
1950.55
Congratulations from your Cousin Kuro and the rest of the Kurisumasu JBTs
Championship

Eleventh Best Cat
GC, NW TSAR BLU’S ZNOWMAN
Russian Blue Male
Br/Ow: Donna J. Fuller
1794.85
Congratulations on a fabulous win! Kathleen & Bean's side’s

Twelfth Best Cat
GC, RW AVERILL’S ADONIS
Brown Tabby Maine Coon Male
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Martin
703.15
Congratulations beautiful boy! Quailridge Birmans

Thirteenth Best Cat
GC, RW CASTLKATZ WARLOCK
Blue British Shorthair Male
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker / Br: Bonnie Cresse & Ginger Meeker
1665.85
Another great year for Castlkatz! Congratulations!
Lisa Lee, Sissy, Hagrid and Grawpy

Fourteenth Best Cat
GC, BW, RW CINEMA’S HOPE
Tortoiseshell Persian Female
Br/Ow: Blake Mayes & Dennis Adler
1509.55
Congratulations from far, far away.

Fifteenth Best Cat
GC, RW DAVISIAM CHELSEA OF SKAN
Seal Point Siamese Female
Ow: Ann Leaty / Br: Ed Davis
1437.20
Congrats to Owner Ann Leaty and Breeder Ed Davis on a lovely, lovely cat. Looking forward to MANY beautiful Siamese kittens! Cheers, Rick Neill

Sixteenth Best Cat
GC, RW CHANNELAIRE LILAC LACE
Platinum Mink Tonkinese Female
Br/Ow: Oneta C. Cox
1362.80
To Neta & Lacey, love Bob and Megan.

Seventeenth Best Cat
GC, BW, RW SNOWSTEPZ BEAU OF CURLAMOUR
Cream Tabby & White American Curl Longhair Male
Ow: Linda Bradley
Br: Vivien Cheung & Amoro Ng
1362.50
Congratulations to Beau, Linda and Bob – from your friends in AZ!!

Eighteenth Best Cat
GC, RW SKAN RAPTURE
Seal-Tortie Point Colorpoint Shorthair Female
Ow: Ann Leaty
Br: J. Espinoza & A. Leaty
1324.75
Congratulations to the mighty Tortie! CasaDecano Colorpoint Shorthairs

Nineteenth Best Cat
GC, RW ASHLIN ZOTS Drippin in JEWELS
Calico Exotic Female
Ow: Linda Donley / Br: Patty Stewart & Linda Donley
1263.50
Congratulations on a spectacular year – RW in kittens and championship and a one show grand! We are so proud of you, Jack and Lisa.
Twenty-fifth Best Cat
GC, RW AVERILL HE'S SULLY'S TOP GUN
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon Male
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Martin
950.50
Congratulations from your JBT friends.
Kittens

Best Kitten
GC, NW WILD RAIN LET'S DANCE OF DOTDOTDOT
Chocolate Spotted Ocicat Male
Ow: R. & N. Brown & D. & C. Freels
Br: David & Carol Freels
3469 95

This couldn’t have happened to nicer people! Congratulations David and Carol, Roger and Nancy! –Elizabeth (-and-) Beautiful Ocicat Dance

and dance he did, all the way to the top. Very deserving. Dee & Connie
Second Best Kitten
GC, NW KELLOGGS CRAZY TRAIN
Silver Tabby American Shorthair Male
Ow: H. & C. Kellogg & Elizabeth Hamill
Br: Heinrich & Carly Kellogg
2875.70
Congratulations to a handsome boy and to good friends

Third Best Kitten
GC, NW TSAR BLU’S ZNOWMAN
Russian Blue Male
Br/Ow: Donna J. Fuller
2495.00
Way to go! Congratulations on your win.
Love Tashia & Dina Lyons

Fourth Best Kitten
GC, RW TUFFTONS TOTALLY FEARLESS
Brown Tabby Persian Male
Br/Ow: Heidi E. Murphy
1930.05
Congratulations Fearless, you made your mama proud

Fifth Best Kitten
GC, RW KIOMICHI’S JUST SAYIN OF OCIGATOS
Brown Tabby & White Manx Female
Ow: Kathy Gumm & Mark Davis
Br: Mark Davis & Michael Henson
1889.95
In honor of Kiomichi Manx

Sixth Best Kitten
GC, RW THISSEL DOWN BIRNEY KIRK
Brown Tabby & White Scottish Fold Female
Br/Ow: Jane Norris
1612.90
Congratulations Jane on all your hard work paying off!
Big Hug, Kathy

Seventh Best Kitten
RW KELLOGGS TROOPER
Silver Tabby American Shorthair Neuter
Ow: H. & C. Kellogg & J. Garland & J. Benzer
Br: Heinrich & Carly Kellogg
1497.80
Into The Distance, A Ribbon of Black... A Flight of Fancy...
Learning to Fly! From Thomas & Lynette

Eighth Best Kitten
GC, RW SAN-TÔT’S CHASING MIRACLES
Seal Point Siamese Female
Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
1443.10
Miracles do come true! Congratulations!

Ninth Best Kitten
GC, RW KOTCHERA PALADIN OF ANAM CARA
Golden Spotted Tabby Siberian Male
Ow: Linda Flanigan & Wendy Heidt
Br: Wendy Heidt & Linda Flanigan
1420.15
Congratulations beautiful boy! Quailridge Birmans

Tenth Best Kitten
GC, RW WHITEOUT ODESSA
Copper-Eyed White Persian Female
Br/Ow: Dina Lyons
1416.00
Congratulations Dina and Odessa!
Love Sheryl, David, Dolly and all the Phyxius kitties
Eleventh Best Kitten
GC, RW SAN-TOI’S VALENTINO
Chocolate Point Siamese Male
Br/Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson
1082.10
Congratulations from the Siamese at CasaDecano

Twelfth Best Kitten
GP, RW LUVELY BRINGMETHEHORIZON
Shell Cameo Persian Neuter
Br/Ow: Tashia Lyons
1056.65
Congratulations to the pink cat! Told ya, again... :)

Thirteenth Best Kitten
CH, RW PURRCASSO’S THE DANCE
Blue Tabby & White Persian Female
Br/Ow: Noelle Giddings
1056.00
Great win for a very deserving kitten! Anona Persians and Dream Weaver Persians

Fourteenth Best Kitten
GC, RW SAN-TOI WIND’S SHADOW OF WILD RAIN
Ebony Ticked Tabby Shorthair Oriental Female
Ow: David & Carol Freels
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
1030.20
WTG Shadow and making your GC even if you really did not want it! lol, Dee & Connie

Fifteenth Best Kitten
GC, RW KCDANCERS MIRA MARCASITE
OF RK GEMS
Silver Tabby & White American Shorthair Female
Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand / Br: Craig & Kathy Miller
1021.50
Kay – Craig and I want to thank you for the good job you did with Mira

Sixteenth Best Kitten
GC, RW JOBARA’S SNOW SPRITE
Gold-Eyed White Devon Rex Female
Ow: Barbara Irie & Jade Kleider
Br: Donna C. Peck & Barbara Irie
1007.95
What a little doll baby! Congratulations!
Paul and Ginger Meeker

Seventeenth Best Kitten
GC, RW ABYCASTLE MOZAMBIQUE
OF ABYLICIOUS
Ruddy Abyssinian Male
Ow: Cynthia Taylor / Br: Castle-Flynn & L. & G Christie
1000.80
Congratulations on your win. Keep it up. Quamuii and Jean

Eighteenth Best Kitten
GC, BW, RW CINEMA’S HOPE
Tortoiseshell Persian Female
Br/Ow: Blake Mayes & Dennis Adler
992.00
Coon-gratulations, we know it takes a lot of hard work and dedication to get here! Love, Indra’s Net Samwise Gamgee

Nineteenth Best Kitten
GC, RW RK GEMS ZIVA ZIRCON
Blac & White Scottish Fold Female
Br/Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand
978.75
Potter wishes you a great life full of success!
Paul and Ginger Meeker
Twenty-first Best Kitten
**RW KENIPURR’S SHILO**
Black Smoke & White Japanese Bobtail Female
Ow: Kendall Smith
Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
921.00
Congratulations from far, far away. Shilo & Kendall From Linda & Paul

Twenty-second Best Kitten
**GC, RW KCDANCERS MAXIMUS**
Silver Tabby & White American Shorthair Male
Br/Ow: Craig & Kathy Miller
872.10
Congratulations from Kay & Randy Maximus, Martin & Mira rock in 2013!!

Twenty-third Best Kitten
**GC, RW ASHLIN ZOTS DRIPPIN IN JEWELS**
Calico Exotic Female
Ow: Linda Donley
Br: Patty Stewart & Linda Donley
844.20
A gorgeous cat from a cattery drippin in integrity, quality, generosity, and kindness.

Twenty-fourth Best Kitten
**RW KCDANCERS SIR MARTIN**
Silver Tabby & White American Shorthair Male
Br/Ow: Craig & Kathy Miller
783.85
Congratulations to the handsome escape artist! From your furry friends at Purrcasso Persians

Twenty-fifth Best Kitten
**GC, RW ABYKO’S TUCKER**
Ruddy Abyssinian Male
Ow: Suzie Kidder & Angie Watanabe
Br: Susan W. Kidder & Angie Watanabe
738.90
Congratulations from the LH cousins at Tamarakats Somalis
Premiership

Best Cat in Premiership
GP, NW CASTLKATZ LUNA LÖVEGOOD
Blue-Cream British Shorthair Spay
Br/Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
4484.70
Congratulations from the LH cousins at Tamarakatz Somalis
Premiership

Second Best Cat in Premiership
GP, NW KELLOGGS HEART BREAKER
Silver Tabby American Shorthair Neuter
Br/Ow: Heinrich & Carly Kellogg
3637.75
Congratulations to Heinrich and Carly, such a sweet boy and so deserving! –Elizabeth

Third Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, NW OCICATOS BACCUS OF BLUE MUNE
Tawny Spotted Ocicat Neuter
Ow: Kaliszewski & M. Haberly & K. Gumm / Br: Kathy Gumm
3422.65
Another great run for a beautiful boy!
David and Carol Freels

Fourth Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, NW PINUCATS DARK SIDE-OF-THE-MOON
Black & White Sphynx Neuter
Ow: Jovanna Edge & D. Cantley & V. Gary / Br: Cyndee Gause
3320.80
Congrats to my favorite Sphynx ever – what a character!
From Tamarakatz Somalis

Fifth Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, BW, RW DILETTANTE SNOW RUBY OF JOBARA
Gold-Eyed White Devon Rex Spay
Ow: Barbara Irie & Jade Kleider / Br: Wendy Renner
3302.45
Congratulations! Jovanna & Luke

Sixth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW PURRCASSO’S VINCENT VAN GOGH
Cream & White Persian Neuter
Br/Ow: Noelle Giddings
2746.20
Congratulations beautiful boy! Quailridge Birmans

Seventh Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, RW SYRACOON ASLAN THE LIONHEARTED
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon Neuter
Ow: Linda & Jeff Hempe / Br: Alexis Mitchell
2079.35
In memory of Linda

Eighth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW KIT’Z PAWS GABRIELLA BLISS
Tortoiseshell Persian Spay
Ow: Felicia Walker / Br: Kathleen Colato
2006.10
Congratulations beautiful Gabriella Bliss from Sophie at Cummere Cattery

Ninth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW KAT ATTACK’S PALADIN OF GR8KATZ
Ebony Shorthair Oriental Neuter
Ow: Gerald & Juanita Walker / Br: Linda Ahrens
1611.75
Congratulations, you two did a great job. Paladin is a beautiful boy. Your friends Julie and Willie and Sally

Tenth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW KURISUMASU MUSASHI
Black & White Japanese Bobtail Neuter
Ow: Marianne Clark / Br: Marianne Clark & Susan Eckert
1369.25
To my running partner in Premiership. Lu & Vern
Eleventh Best Cat in Premiership
CH, GP, RW CASTLKATZ RITA SKEETER
Blue-Cream British Shorthair Spay
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker / Br: G. & P. Meeker & Li Ling Chung
1280.60
Thanks for all the support this season! We enjoyed benching with you. Kristine, Marc & Bacchus

Twelfth Best Cat in Premiership
CH, GP, RW KURISUMASU MONIKCHO OF KINBATO
Patterned Mi-Ke Japanese Bobtail Spay
Ow: M. Clark & L. & V. Gilliam / Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
1253.15
Congratulations La & Vern on a well deserved win. Saki & I thank you... Betty

Thirteenth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW LAZY O ABYS QUINAULT
Ruddy Abyssinian Neuter
Br/Ow: Jean Olson
1011.35
Congratulations to Q and his family. He’s a perfectly stunning boy! Whatta cat! Purr... Karen and the Les Mieux Ays

Fourteenth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW CLOWNTOWN’S LAVENDÉR ICE
Lilac Point Balinese Neuter
Ow: Howard Webster & Gina Sierra / Br: Howard Webster
943.40
The ribbons are beautiful, the points are great, but it’s also the friendships we make. Congratulations! Howard Webster & Claudia La Grippe

Fifteenth Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, RW AVERILL SULLYS IN THE HUDSON
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon Neuter
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Martin
880.75
From Carol & Charlie to Julie and Sally!!! You Rock!!

Sixteenth Best Cat in Premiership
GC, GP, RW KIRIKI TULAYA
Korat Spay
Br/Ow: Ann Segrest
831.00
Congrats Tulaya and Ann – From Wendy and Guimauve

Seventeenth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW KATSUMA REMINGTON OF KURISUMASU
Red & White Japanese Bobtail Neuter
Ow: Susan Eckert & Marianne Clark / Br: Marianne Clark & Susan Eckert
821.00
Susan, Congratulations for your pretty boy. Your good friend, Betty

Eighteenth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW SKAN VANTASTIC VOYAGE TO DAYTOWN
Ebony & White Oriental Neuter
Br: Ann H. Leaty
723.45
Congrats to Jane & Taz, my sweet little buddy. With love, Rick Neill

Nineteenth Best Cat in Premiership
CH, GP, RW KAM-LU’S SHE’S SO FINE OF CUMMERE
Tortie Point Himalayan-Persian Spay
Ow: Gloria Cummings / Br: Carolyn & Jennifer Kampsula
721.25
Once a show cat always a show cat! She’s still so fine. Love, Carolyn, Jennifer and your Kam-Lu Family
Twenty-first Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW GRAY CASTLE HENRY LONGFELLOW
Red Somali Neuter
Br/Ow: Mark & Karen Rowe
538.80
Congrats to Henry, Mark & Karen – from Tamarakats Somalis

Twenty-second Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW ALEXY’S PRINCESS GRACE DÉ TORY
Blue Point Siamese Spay
Ow: Charlene Janzen
Br: Dianne & Bruce Alexy
504.30
Congratulations from Lee and Tango. Way to go, girl!

Twenty-third Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW FOLIE A DEUX OB LA DI OB LA DAH
Green-Gold Eyed White Turkish Angora Neuter
Ow: Neil Quigley
Br: Zinck & Heidt & Pearson (lessee)
465.80
Well Done Obie! From Linda & Paladin

Twenty-fourth Best Cat in Premiership
GP, RW KIDDLYN’S TOBY AKI KONEKO
Brown Patterned White Japanese Bobtail Neuter
Ow: Pam & Russ Mitchell / Br: Agatha Pomranzki & L. Donaldson
419.85
So thrilled that Toby made his regional win in Premiership. The final ring was just such a joy. Hope to see you at the shows this coming year. Terri & Dan Zittel

Twenty-fifth Best Cat in Premiership
CH, GP, RW KIMO’S LUCKY
Gold-Eyed White Cornish Rex Neuter
Ow: Kendall Mar & Terri Zittel / Br: Bonnie & George James
410.50
Dear Bonnie, what a surprise this is. We really love our new boy and are so excited to show him this coming show season. Love, Terri, Dan, Deana Zittel & Kendall Mar
Best Household Pet
ADDI
Silver Patched Mackerel Tabby Spay
Cassie Pedersen
$73.8

Beautiful girl – congratulations from an admirer...
Second Best Household Pet
KIERA
Tortoiseshell & White Spay
Cascade Animal Protection Society
826.5
Congratulations to a lovely girl. Best wishes for your future.
Kendall and Devana

Third Best Household Pet
JUNIOR
Black Neuter
Carroll Muck
619.7
Well Junior, you did it. I know you knew it was your last show when
you were so playful. Enjoy your retirement.
Love, Terri & Kiera

Fourth Best Household Pet
CHAI
Seal Point Neuter
Mary Hillman & Cascade Animal Protection Society
888.6
Chai, you may have been born handicapped but you sure are a role
model in just what a little cat can do.
Love, Terri & Kiera

Fifth Best Household Pet
DUDLEY
Blue & White Neuter
Morgan & Debbie Brown
444.3
Here’s to your first regional win Debbie. Nice going. It has
been a great joy knowing you and your cats.
Love, Kiera & Terri

Sixth Best Household Pet
MITZI
Brown Patched Ticked Tabby Spay
Carroll Muck
435.65
Best wishes to sweet and a little wild young girl! Good luck
in future shows.
From Chai and Mary Hillman

Seventh Best Household Pet
STARBEAM SCRUFFY
Tortoiseshell Spay
Dale & Erin Cutchen
407.2
Congratulations on your rescue, rehab and success with this
wonderful little gal!
Ginger Meeker

Eighth Best Household Pet
NAN
Brown Tabby Spay
Carroll Muck
398.9
Congratulations on a Wonderful 1st HHP Season!
from Mary Hillman & Chai

Ninth Best Household Pet
ALLISON
Tortoiseshell & White Spay
Karen Stenlund & Randy Hamn
350.95
So glad you are in our CFA family – letting Hailey, with a
broken arm, show your cat so she could still do YFEP! TX –
Maureen Clark and the grand babies, M-T Pet Beds

Tenth Best Household Pet
TOBY
Brown Tabby Neuter
Morgan & Debbie Browne
128.6
Congratulations on your first regional win, from the
Cascade cats.
Best Veteran

CH, GP, RW CASTLKATZ XANADUE SKYE OF STARBEAM
Blue British Shorthair Spay
DOB: 3/26/2004
Breeder: Paul & Ginger Meeker / Owner: Dale & Erin Cutchen

This may be one of the few things better than the Christmas tree! Paul and Ginger
Second Best Veteran
GC, GP, RW ASHLIN ZOTS SEATTLE JACK
Blue Silver Tabby Exotic Neuter
DOB: 11/27/2005
Breeder: Linda Donley – Owner: Lia Greendale
Lia and Jack, Congrats to you both. What a wonderful pair you are.

Third Best Veteran
CH, GP, RW CHAR-O’S TAPESTRY CHARM OF CUMMERE
Tortoiseshell Persian Spay
DOB: 9/8/2004
Breeder: Charmayne Phillips – Owner: Gloria Cummings
Congratulations to you and your beautiful older cat. Sincerely, Sylvia

Fourth Best Veteran
CH, GP TABBYPATCH BLUE BOY WILLIE
Blue McTabby Maine Coon Neuter
DOB: 3/16/2005
Breeder: Geraldine Martin – Owner: Julie Averill-Martin
This was the season for blue Veterans. Happy to see Willie did so well.

Fifth Best Veteran
GC, GP LATIN LOVER PINK MARTINI OF ARROW
Blue & White Exotic Spay
DOB: 5/22/2005
Breeder: Hannon, Raynor, Bouch, Gasp & Carnevaletti
Owner: Linda & Ken Osburn
A true asset to the Region and appreciated always near and far.

Sixth Best Veteran
GC, GP, NW ARROW’S JAMES BYRON DEAN
Blue Mackerel Tabby Exotic Neuter
DOB: 4/4/2001
Breeder: Linda & Ken Osburn & Judy Busko/ Owner: Linda & Ken Osburn
This was the season for blue Veterans. Happy to see Willie did so well.

Seventh Best Veteran
CH, GP, RW KIRIKI MA-GA-ZU
Korat Spay
DOB: 9/11/2001
Breeder/Owner: Ann Segrest
Congrats on your Vet win! Erin & Widget, Starbeam Brits

Eighth Best Veteran
GC, BW, NW KAPALUA REIGNMAKER, DM
Havana Brown Neuter
Breeder/Owner: Sheila A Ullman
Kiriki and Kapalua — here’s to 20 years of cats and horses and grand adventures.

Ninth Best Veteran
GC FULLMOON’S TOLESS DANCER
Blue Point Exotic Spay
DOB: 8/7/2004
Breeder/Owner: Sylvia G Cullivan
I LOVE ‘Princess’ .... Reignmaker

Tenth Best Veteran
CH, GP KAT-KNAPURR KYA-KNITE OF LYNSGEMS
Blue Persian Spay
Breeder: Kathleen Pearce – Owner: Lynda Peace
Congratulations to you and your beautiful older cat as you are special. It’s fun to see these wonderful older cats. Sincerely, Sylvia Cullivan
Agility Awards

Best Cat in Agility
AW TOMISS ASHLY
Silver Tabby & White Norwegian Forest Cat Female
Breeder: Edith Kristensen
Owner: Nicole Davidson
1192
Congratulations from Anona Persians
Agility Awards

Second Best Cat in Agility
GP, AW TWIKKE’S RAPUNZEL
Blue Silver Patched Tabby & White Norwegian Forest Cat Spay
Breeder: Edith Kristensen
Owner: Nicole Davidson
1157
Congratulations! From Guimauve and the Grandbois Chartreux gang!

Third Best Cat in Agility
GP, RW, AM HOOFNPAWS HORTON HEARS EVERYTHING!
Red Tabby & White LH Japanese Bobtail Neuter
Breeder: Megan Antijunti & Jan Dell
Owner: M Antijunti, R Roseberry, L Hollister
1089
Congratulations to my favorite agility cat! Neta Cox

Fourth Best Cat in Agility
AW LAZY O ABYS WOOD PILE
Blue Abyssinian Male
Breeder/Owner: Jean Olson
756
To Jean, one of the best and true Abyssinian breeders in our region.
Congratulations and thank you for your friendship. Cynthia Taylor

Fifth Best Cat in Agility
GC, BW, RW, AW GRANDBOIS GUIMAUVE
Chartreux Female
Breeder: Nancy Dionne & Carole McFadden
Owner: W. Heidt & N. Dionne & C. McFadden
744
Hurrah for Gui – from the Furry bunch you lived with!
Distinguished Merit Awards

0103-1465340
GC ARTEMIS SHE'S THE ONE OF GENASAQUA, DM
Copper-Eyed White Persian Female
Br: James Warden / Ow: Lisa Monical
Congratulations from Anona Persians

7774-1550700
GC, GP, RW CALIVAN'S TINKERBELLE, DM
Tortoiseshell Exotic Spay
Br: Kathleen Holahan / Ow: Noly Limjoco & Richard Ashton
Congratulations Richard and Noly and Tink!
XOXO Elizabeth

1893-1660228
GC, BW, NW FOLIE A DEUX SUPERCALIFRAGILISTIC, DM
Blue Silver Patched Mackerel Tabby & White Turkish Angora Female
Br: Zinck & Tanner & Severino
Ow: Wendy Heidt & Phillip Pearson
Way to go, Cali! Congratulations from Ristokat Himalayans

0272-1664475
GC, BW, NW HIWAY SOUVENIR OF SAN-TOI, DM
Seal Point Siamese Male
Br: Todd Dotson
Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson
What an incredibly YOUNG male DM! Congratulations, David and Carol Freels

0737-1584105
CH KCDANCERS RUBY TUESDAY, DM
Silver Tabby American Shorthair Female
Born: 8/19/2006 – Confirmed: 3/30/2013
Br: C. & K. Miller & D. & S. Schrotberger
Ow: Craig & Kathy Miller
Congratulations from Quailridge Birmans

0271-1659074
GC, RW SAN-TOI'S DAY DREAMS, DM
Chocolate Point Siamese Female
Br/Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Congratulations Dream you are truly a Dream Girl

0751-15609584
GC PANET'S DUCHESS EMMA, DM
Blue-Cream Exotic Female
Br: Michelle Smith & Patty Stewart
Ow: Patty Stewart & Michelle Smith
In memory of Melinda Murray, Loralyn Himalayans

7987-1686531
CH PARTI WAJ EX AUTUM BLOOM OF MORADO’, DM
Brown Patched Tabby & White Exotic Female
Br: Peter J. Rogers III & P. Richter
Ow: Gabrielle Moore
Congrats Gaby & Penni !!!! You are Two Special Ladies!
From the Panet Kitties of Patty Stewart & Michelle Smith
Distinguished Merit Awards

1515-1537296
GC SILKBEAR CLARA SCHUMANN, DM
Cream European Burmese Female
Br: Helen M. Erskine
Ow: Anne M. Rosman & Glen Rossman
Congratulations from Anona Persians

7077-1675958
CH TABBYTALK LUCY OF KCDANCERS, DM
Silver Tabby & White American Shorthair Female
Br: Scarlet & Danny Schroberger
Ow: Craig & Kathy Miller
Congratulations from Kay, Randy & Mira Marcasie!
Best of Breed American Curl – Longhair Division

**GC, BW, RW SNOWSTEPZ BEAU OF CURLAMOUR**
Brown Tabby Male
Ow: Linda Bradley
Br: Vivian G. & Amanda Ng

Second Best of Breed American Curl – Longhair Division

**CH UDAR SOMETHING CLOUDY SOMETHING CURL**
Blue Lynx Point Male
Ow: Bruce & Dianna Clark
Br: Sue & Ron Baxter

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed Birman

**GC, BW, RW QUILDRIDGE'S INDIY**
Brown Tabby Male
Br/Ow: Phil & Pam Soth

Second Best of Breed Birman

**GC, RW KYSSYFURS INFINITE GRACE**
Seal Point Male
Br/Ow: Cathy & Guy Frazier

Third Best of Breed Birman

**GC KYSSYFURS IMAGINE GRACE**
Seal Point Female
Br/Ow: Cathy & Guy Frazier

(no message, per sponsor)

Best of Breed Exotic LH

**GC JET STONE BLANCA DE MORADO**
Copper-Eyed White Longhair Female
Br: N. Balseva & I. Samohvalova

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed Exotic

**GC, RW ASHILIN ZOTS DRIPPIN IN JEWELS**
Calico-White Male
Ow: Linda Donley
Br: Patty & Linda Donley

Second Best of Breed Exotic

**GC PANEL'S GOLDSTOCK THUNDER**
Cream Tabby & White Male
Br/Ow: Patty Stewart

Third Best of Breed Exotic

**GC ARROW'S WENDY'S**
Brown Patched Tabby Female
Br/Ow: Linda Osburn

Congratulations by Leslie & Mt. Baker Cattery

Best of Breed Maine Coon

**GC, RW MAINE LVRS CHARLIE BROWN**
Brown Tabby & White Male
Ow: Carol Allen & J.H. Bems
Br: Michele & Chaffe & Anne Jones

Second Best of Breed Maine Coon

**GC, RW AVERILL'S ADONIS**
Brown Tabby Male
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Marin

Third Best of Breed Maine Coon

**GC, RW AVERILL'S SULLY'S TOPGUN**
Brown Tabby & White Male
Ow: Tracy Hesel & Pam Butcher

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed Norwegian Forest Cat

**GC ENDELOSGLEDE CHAUNCY**
Calico-White Male
Br/Ow: Tracy Hesel & Pam Butcher

Congratulations from Anona Persians

Best of Breed Persian – Calico & Bi-Color Division

**GC, RW KOTCHEPA PALADIN OF JANAM CARA**
Golden Spotted Tabby Male
Ow: Linda Flanigan & Wendy Heidt

Thank you Wendy for letting me share these wonderful Cats.

Best of Breed Siberian

**GC, RW ABYCASTLE MOZAMBIQUE OF ABY'LICIOUS**
Ruddy Male
Ow: Rey Taylor

Best of Breed Cornish Rex

**GC, RW SACREDSPIRIT VICTORIA SECRET**
Lilac Female
Ow: Mila Denny

Second Best of Breed European Burmese

**GC AURORA THOMASIA**
Lilac Male
Ow: Mila Denny

Best of Breed Havana Brown

**GC HAVACAT KURI LIAM OF BROGHILL**
Silver Male
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & Ashley Amfizz
Br: Karla Cashman
Diane Karen Jonna Leann

Second of Best of Breed British Shorthair

**GC, NW DANDYBLUE MR WONDERWORLD**
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
Br: Lyndahall & Monique Menoshow

Congratulations! Paul and Ginger Meeker

Best of Breed Chartreux

**GC, BW, RW GRANDBOIS GUIMAUVE**
Ruddy Male
Ow: W. Hesten & N. Dionne & C. McFadden
Br: Nancy Dionne & Carol McFadden

Second Best of Breed Chartreux

**GC LUTECE GALAXIE OF BAS-BLEU**
Tortoiseshell Female
Ow: Stuart & Feinstein & Starbuck
Br: Emily Orca & Staci Stone

Third Best of Breed Chartreux

**GC MAISON DUKAT GALADRIEL**
Cream Tabby & White Female
Ow: Mark & Linda Humpaje
Br: M. & L. Humpaje

In loving memory of RW, GP Ashminnie Fonme de Terre

Newell Tessa, and GC Anise Suzette Platinme of Grandbois DM,

two amazing Char treux who will be forever missed.

Best of Breed Colorpoint Shorthair

**GC, RW SKAN RAPTURE**
Seal Lynx Female
Ow: Ann Leaty
Br: J. Espinoza & A. Leaty

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed Cornish Rex

**GC, RW QUALIS NEST SALT WATER TAFFFY**
Calico-White Female
Br/Ow: Barbara Morrow & Lisa Kuta

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed Devon Rex

**GC MEIKAI'S SILVER AZALEA**
Chocolate Silver Mackerel Tabby Female
Ow: Douglas Schmidt & Phyllis Paul
Br: Douglas Schmidt

Second Best of Breed Devon Rex

**GC JUBILEE MARIAH OF NICE NICKIE**
Silver Tabby & White Female
Ow: Micheline J. & Sandra Ross
Br/Ow: Barbara Takenoff

Congratulations from the NW Region!

Best of Breed European Burmese

**GC SACREDSPIRIT VICTORIA SECRET**
Lilac Female
Ow: Mila Denny

Second Best of Breed European Burmese

**GC AURORA THOMASIA**
Lilac Male
Ow: Mila Denny

Best of Breed Havana Brown

**GC HAVACAT KURI LIAM OF BROGHILL**
Silver Male
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & Ashley Amfizz
Br: Karla Cashman
Diane Karen Jonna Leann

Second Best of Breed American Shorthair

**GC, NW KELLLOGS CRAZY TRAIN**
Silver Tabby Male
Ow: H. & C. Kelllogg & Elizabeth Hamill
Br: Heinrich & Carly Kelllogg

Second of Best of Breed American Shorthair

**GC KELLLOGS I'LL FOLLOW THE SUN**
Silver Tabby Male
Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand
Br: Carly Cash & Kathy Miller

Truly an Amazing Breed that brings so much Love & Joy to our Lives! Kelllogg Cattery

Best of Breed British Shorthair

**GC, RW POTTERKATZ HAGRID OF CASTKLKTZ**
Cream Spotted Tabby Male
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker & Lisa Jones
Br: Garrett Sapp & Karen Jonas-Sapp

Second of Best of Breed British Shorthair

**GC, RW CASTKLKTZ WARLOCK**
Blue Male
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
Br: Bonnie Cresse & Ginger Meeker

Best of Breed Korat

**GC, BW, RW GENTLEFISH'S BUA BAI**
Ow: Judy Buggle-Gano & Dennis Gano
Br: Judy & Dennis Gano & C. Coleman
Korats Rule!
Best of Color Class Other Tabby/Van Tabby & White Persian – Ruddy Abyssinian
GC, RW ABY CASTLE MOZAMBOQUE OF ABYLICIOUS
Br: Castle-Flynn & L. & G. Christie
Ow: Cynthia Taylor
Best of Best of Color Class Ruddy Abyssinian
GC, RW ABY CASTLE MOZAMBOQUE OF ABYLICIOUS
Br: Castle-Flynn & L. & G. Christie
Ow: Cynthia Taylor
Best of Color Class Silver Tabby American Shorthair
NC CH KELLOGGS CRAZY TRAIN
Br: Heinrich & Carly Kellogg
Ow: H. & C. Kellogg & Elizabeth Hamill
Second Best of Color Class Silver Tabby American Shorthair
GC KELLOGGS I’LL FOLLOW THE SUN
Br: Heinrich & Carly Kellogg
Best of Color Class Tabby/Van Tabby & White American Shorthair
GC, RW KCDANCERS MIKARCARASITE OF RK GEMS
Br: Craig & Kathy Miller
Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand
Second Best of Color Class Tabby/Van Tabby & White American Shorthair
NC CH KCDANCERS EYE-OFF THE STORM
Br: Craig & Kathy Miller
Best of Color Class Solid Color British Shorthair
GC, RW CASTLKATZ WARLOCK
Br: Bonnie Cress & Ginger Meeker
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
Second Best of Color Class Solid Color British Shorthair
GC, NW DANDBLU MR WONDERWORLD
Br: Lyudmila & Mike Menvosh
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
Best of Color Class Tabby British Shorthair
GC, RW POTTERKATZ HAGRID OF CASTLKATZ
Br: Garrett Sapp & Karen Jano-Sapp
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker & Lisa Jones
Best of Best of Color Class Parti-Color British Shorthair
CH CASTLKATZ MARY POPPINS
Br: Ginger Meeker
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
Best of Color Class Chartreux
GC, BW, RW GRANDROIS GUMAUV
Br: Nancy Donn & Carole McFadden
Ow: W. Heidi-N. Donn-C. McFadden
Second Best of Color Class Chartreux
GC LUTECE GALAXIE OF BAS-BLEU
Br: Emily Orca Starbuck
Ow: Stuart & Feinstein & Starbuck
Best of Color Class Other Parti-Color Point Colorpoint Shorthair
GC, RW SKAN RAPTURE
Br: G. Coughlin & A. Leaty
Ow: Ann Leaty
Best of Best of Color Class Blue-Cream Cornish Rex
GC, RW QUAILS NEST SALT WATER TAFFY
Br: Barbara Morrow & Lisa Kata
Ow: Barbara Morrow & Lisa Kata
Best of Color Class Solid Color Devon Rex
GC, RW JOBARA’S SNOW SPRITE
Br: Donna C. Peck & Barbara Irie
Ow: Barbara Irie & Jade Kleider
Best of Color Class Tabby Devon Rex
GC MEIKAI’S SILVER AZALEA
Br: Douglas Schmidt
Ow: Douglas Schmidt & Phyllis Paul
Second Best of Color Class Tabby Devon Rex
CH JOBARA SONG NUNG BLUE OF CASTILLEJA
Br: Donna C. Peck & Barbara Irie
Ow: Donna Peck & Barbara Irie
Best of Color Class Bi-Color Devon Rex
GC, RW PAREMREX STEVIE NICKS
Br: Anita Henriksen
Ow: Anita & Don Henriksen
Second of Color Class Bi-Color Devon Rex
CH KIRYDASHI ALLUVIAL
Br: Michael & Valerie Freeoulizer
Ow: Michael F. Pfister
Best of Best of Color Class Solid Color European Burmese
GC SACREDSPIRIT VICTORIA SECRET
Br: Olivia Grusz
Ow: O. Grun & K. Smith
Best of Color Class Mi-Ki Colors Japanese Bobtail
GC, RW KIRISUMASU KIRI MOMO OF CASTILLEJA
Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
Ow: Kendall Smith
Best of Color Class Red & White Japanese Bobtail
GC, BW, RW WYNDCHYMES WORTHY WAITING FOR
Br: Karen & Lowell Rogers
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & Ashley Anfinrud
Second Best of Color Class Red & White Japanese Bobtail
GC KURISUMASU MIKA-CHO OF KINPURR
Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
Ow: Kendall Smith
Best of Color Class Other Mi-Ki Colors Japanese Bobtail
GC, RW ZORK’S STARS BLACK BEARD
Br: Linda Ahrens
Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Best of Color Class Champagne Mink Tonkinese
GC, RW SAN-TOI’S VALENTINO
Br: Randy & Kay Bertrand
Ow: Jovanna Edge & Cyndee Gause
Second Best of Color Class Champagne Mink Tonkinese
GC SAN-TOI’S DUSTY ROSE
Br: Randy & Kay Bertrand
Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Best of Color Class Spotted Tabby Oriental
GC, RW TOWERROAD SPARKLER OF SAN-TOI
Br: Perry & Teri Smith
Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Best of Color Class Ticked Tabby Oriental
GC, RW SAN-TOI’S WIND’S SHADOW OF WILD RAIN
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Ow: David & Carol Freels
Second Best of Color Class Ticked Tabby Oriental
GC SAN-TOI’S DUSTY ROSE
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Best of Color Class Bi-Color Oriental
GC INKSPOTS GRASSHOPPER
Br: Chad Inks & Pat Decano
Ow: Chad Inks
Second Best of Color Class Bi-Color Oriental
GC SKAN PETUNIA
Br: Ann Leaty
Best of Color Class Russian Blue
GC, NW TSAR BLUS’ ZNOWMAN
Br: Donna J. Fuller
Ow: Donna Fuller
Second Best of Color Class Russian Blue
GC, RW TSAR BLUS’ ZINBAD
Br: Donna J. Fuller
Ow: Donna Fuller
Best of Best of Color Class Parti-Color & Bi-Color Scottish Fold
GC, RW TWINSEL EL BNEIRY KIRK
Br: Jane Norris
Best of Color Class Selkirk Rex
GC, BW, RW DRAMA QUEEN’S HALLETTAL WEAPON
Br: Lucy Robinson
Ow: Shirl Faflett & L. Robinson
Best of Color Class Champagne Point Siamese
GC, RW SAN-TOI’S VALENTINO
Br: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson
Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson
Best of Color Class Blue Point Siamese
GC CASADECANO’S MAIA
Br: Pat Decano
Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Best of Color Class Ruddy Somali
GC, BW, RW TAMARAKATZ ONE MORE TIME AROUND
Br: Tammy & Rob Roark
Best of Color Class Solid Sphynx
GC, NC PR ZORK’S STARS BLACK BEARD
Br: Nataliya Kubasova
Ow: Jovanna Edge & Cyndee Gause
Best of Color Class Bi-Color Sphynx
CH NUDIST CAMP NAPRON OF SOFSKINS
Br: Juanita Arroyos
Ow: Diana Nelson
Best of Color Class Champagne Mink Tonkinese
GC CHANNELAIR REESE
Br: Oneta C. Cox
Best of Color Class Platinum Mink Tonkinese
GC, RW CHANNELAIR LILAC LACE
Br: Oneta C. Cox
Grand Champions

GC TTH HEAVEN'S BENTLEY OF SKAN
Br: Marva Marrow – Ow: Ann Leaty

GC, RW A KITKAT BOUCYASANOVA OF RISTOKAT
Br: Sue Swaim – Ow: Norm & Kathy Durdick

GC, RW ABCYSTANT MOZAMBIQUE OF ARYLICIOUS
Br: Castle-Flynn – L. & G. Christie
Ow: Cynthia Taylor

GC ABYRO'S TESLA
Br: Susan W. Kidder & Angie Watanabe
Ow: Suzie Kidder & Angie Watanabe

GC, RW ABYRO'S TUCKER
Br: Susan W. Kidder & Angie Watanabe
Ow: Suzie Kidder & Angie Watanabe

GC ABYTOPIA'S THOR
Br/Ow: Jean Papo

GC ANCONAS ALTALOR C OFFAGEVERL
Br: Ross & Manfred Appelshausner
Ow: Mette Mjønger

GC, RW ANONA MANHATTAN OF DREAM WEEVER
Br: Harvey & B. Stobbie
Ow: C. Cacho & J. Criswell & B. Sotobe

GC ARGENTIA SLEEK AND Sassy OF SAN-TOI
Br: Tania Antenucci – Ow: Dee Johnson

GC ARROWS WENDY'S
Br/Ow: Linda Osburn

GC, RW ASHILIN ZOTS DRIPPIN IN JEWELS
Br: Pamela Stewart & Linda Donley
Ow: Linda Donley

GC AURORA THOMASIA
Br: Valerie Cashman – Ow: Mila Denny

GC, RW AVERILL HE'S SULLY'S TOP GUN
Br/Ow: Julia Averill-Martin

GC, RW AVERILL'S ADONIS
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Martin

GC BELLA MIA GIDEON
Br: Heather Cobert
Ow: Heather Cobert & Lad Amick

GC, RW CALVIAN'S LAST CALL
Br: Kathleen P. Holahan
Ow: Noly Limjoco & Richard Ashton

GC CASADECANO'S MAIA
Br/Ow: Pat Dacano

GC CASADECANO'S MINSTREL
Br/Ow: Pat Dacano

GC, RW CASTLKATZ WARLCON
Br: Bonnie Cresco & Ginger Meeker
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

GC CHANNELEA REESE
Br/Ow: Onea C. Cox

GC CINEMA'S ABRACADABRA
Br/Ow: Blake Mayes & Dennis Adler

GC, RW CINEMA'S HOPE
Br/Ow: Blake Mayes & Dennis Adler

GC CUMMERE DANNY ZUKO
Br/Ow: Gloria Cummings

GC, NW DANDYBLUE MR WONDERWORLD
Br: Lyndulina & Mike Menzho
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

GC DODDOTDOT BLACK SATIN OF WILD RAIN
Br: Roger & Nancy Brown
Ow: David & Carol Freels

GC DOUBLE TAKE KEEP SMILING
Br: Vityal Oreshkin
Ow: Christopher Ramirez & V. Oreshkin

GC DREAM WEEVER LIL MILL CHOWS OF ANOHA
Br: Carl Cacho & John Crisswell
Ow: C. Cacho & J. Crisswell & B. Stobbie

GC ENDELSOGLE GECHAUNC
Br/Ow: Pam & Karen Butcher

GC FAGERVOLL MAKRONELLE MU
Br/Ow: Mette Mjønger

GC FAGERVOLL MOLIMIN MU
Br/Ow: Mette Mjønger

GC GEISHAGOLL NAMASTE
Br/Ow: Constance Goller

GC GEISHAGOLL SPEAK EASY
Br/Ow: Constance Goller

GC GENASAQUA'S BENJAMIN CHO
Br/Ow: Lisa Monusal

GC GENASAQUA'S I DREAM-OF-PHOEBE
Br/Ow: Lisa Monusal & Leicy Bartlett – Ow: Lisa Monusal

GC GENASAQUA'S KISS THIS!
Br/Ow: Lisa Monusal

GC GENASAQUA'S SAPPEHEROS
Br: Lisa Monusal & Leicy Bartlett – Ow: Lisa Monusal

GC, RW GENTLEFLIGHT'S BUA BAI
Br: Judy & Dennis Ganoe & C. Coleman
Ow: Judy Buckle-Ganoe & Dennis Ganoe

GC GINORINA MARCOPULO OF MORDOR
Br: Oscar Fernandez Pascoal – Ow: Gabrielle Moore

GC, BW, RW GRANDBOIS GUAUME
Br: Nancy Diane & Carol McFadden
Ow: W. Heidt & N. Dione & C. McFadden

GC HAVACAT RUULI RIAM OF BROHILL
Ow: Karen & Lowell Rogers
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & Ashley Anfinrud

GC INKSPOTS GRASSHOPPER
Br: Chad Inks & Pat Dacano – Ow: Chad Inks

GC JET STONE BIANCA OF MARO
Br: N. Baluera & D. & L. Sambovovava
Ow: Gabrielle Moore

GC JOBARA'S BIBBIDI-BOB-BIBBI-BOO
Br: R. Robertson & B. Irie
Ow: Bobbi Irie

GC, RW JOBARA'S SNOW SPIRTE
Br: Donna C. Peck & Barbara Irie
Ow: Barbara Irie & Jade Kleider

GC KAT ATTACK'S TOSHA
Br/Ow: Julia Averill-Martin

GC KCDANCERS LUCKY EAGLE
Br/Ow: Craig & Kathy Miller

GC, RW KCDANCERS MIRA MARCASITE OF RK GEMS
Br: Craig & Kathy Miller – Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand

GC, NW KELLOGGS CRAZY TRAIN
Br: Heinrich & Carl Kellogg
Ow: H. & C. Kellogg & Elizabeth Hamill

GC, RW KENIPURR'S HAPPY HEART
Br: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark
Ow: Kendall Smith

GC, RW KIMICHIT'S JUST SAVIN OF OCGIATOS
Br: Mark Davis & Michael Henson
Ow: Kathy Guinn & Mark Davis

GC KIMICHIT'S WAR HORSE
Br: Mark Davis & Michael Henson
Ow: Mark Davis & Kathy Guinn

GC KISSYFURS IMAGINE GRACE
Br/Ow: Kathy & Guy Frazee

GC, RW KISSYFURS INFINITE GRACE
Br/Ow: Cathy & Guy Frazee

GC, RW KOTCHERA PALADIN OF ANAM CARA
Br: Wendy Heidt & Linda Flanigan
Ow: Linda Flanigan & Wendy Heidt

GC, RW KURISUMASU KURO TOMBO OF KENIPURR
Br/Ow: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark

GC KURISUMASU MIKA-CHO OF KENIPURR
Br/Ow: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark

GC L.A.P.D. ERCHESS OF TELECOONS
Br: Melissa Rae Brown
Ow: M. Sietsema & G. Eigenhauser

GC LACY O ABYS TASSO
Br/Ow: Joan Olson

GC LES MIERC'S PHOENIX RISING
Br/Ow: Karen Mahoney

GC, RW MAINE LVRS CHARLIE BROWN
Br: Michelle Chaffee & Anne Jones
Ow: Carol Allen & J.H. Bemis

GC MEIKAJ'S SILVER AZALEA
Br: Douglas Schmidt
Ow: Douglas Schmidt & Phyllis Paul

GC MONROVIA'S ELEKTRA CLASSIC
Br/Ow: Charles & Valerie Koeppnick

GC MORADO' S HAKUNA MATATA
Br: Carol Warrens & G. Busselman
Ow: Jenny Vessey

GC PERMAREX STEVIE NICKS
Br: Anita Henrikson
Ow: Anita & Don Henrikson

GC PHATKAT RAINBOW MAGIC OF ARROW
Br: Natalya & Kaye Toki
Ow: Linda & Ken Osburn

GC PIYXUSS MADAME NOIRE
Br/Ow: Sherry & David Granados

GC PRISM RIDGE AMELIE OF BELLA MIA
Br: Cindy Allison
Ow: Heather Colbert

GC PURENPAD CALYPSO BEAT
Br: Nancy Diane & Carol McFadden
Ow: Faye Koty & Beverly Stobbie

GC PURENPAD MARGARITA OF DREAM WEEVER
Br: Frank & Faye Koty
Ow: C. Cacho & J. Criswell & B. Sotobe

GC PURRACASSO'S CAMILE PISSARRO
Br/Ow: Noelle Giddings

GC PURRACASSO'S MATISSE
Br/Ow: Noelle Giddings

GC QUIRLIDIR IL MIO DOLCE GIODIVA
Br: Pam & Phil Soth
Ow: Phil & Pam Soth

GC, RW QUALS NEST SALT WATER TAFFY
Br/Ow: Barbara Monroe & Lisa Kata

GC RAMAH EYE CANDY
Br: Don & Denise Keenan
Ow: Denise & Don Keenan

GC, RW RK GEMS ZIVA ZIRCION
Br/Ow: Randy & Kay Bertrand

GC SACREDSPIRIT VICTORIA SECRET
Br/Ow: Mila Denny

GC, RW SAN-TOI WIND'S SHADOW OF WILD RAIN
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Ow: David & Carol Freels

GC SAN-TOI'S ALLEGIHENY MOON
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson

GC, RW SAN-TOI'S CHASING MIRACLES
Br: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & L. Carlson

GC SAN-TOI'S DUSTY ROSE
Br/Ow: Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts

GC, RW SAN-TOI'S VALENTINO
Br/Ow: D. Johnson & C. Roberts & l. Carlson

GC SKAN PETUNIA
Br/Ow: Ann Leaty

GC, RW SNOWSTEPZ BEAU OF CURLAMOUR
Br: Vivien Chao & Ameo Ng
Ow: Linda Bradley

GC SONGWANGSA KYOUKI OF KENIPURR
Br: Olivier Grin – Ow: G. Grin & K. Smith

GC, RW THESSEL DOWN BIRNEY KIRK
Br/Ow: Jane Norris

GC TRUEBRIGHT ICY BLOOMSPOTS OF TIMBERPAWS
Br: C. & E. Cornwall & D. & K. Von Aswege
Ow: S. Wettendorf & J. Cornwall

GC, RW TSAR BLU'S ZINBAD
Br: Donna J. Fuller – Ow: Donna Fuller

GC, NW TSAR BLU'S ZNOWMAN
Br/Ow: Donna J. Fuller

GC, RW TUFFTONS TOTALY FREEARLESS
Br/Ow: Heidi E. Murphy

GC WASILLIA WISH UPON A STAR
Br: Tracey Hess & E. & B. Byerly

GC, RW WHITENO D EDESSA
Br/Ow: Dina Lyons

GC, NW WILD RAIN LET'S DANCE OF DOTDOTDOT
Br: David & Carol Freels
Ow: R. & N. Brown & D. & C. Freels

GC WILD RAIN LOVE IS ALIVE
Br/Ow: David & Carol Freels

GC, NC PR ZORK'S STARS BLACK BEARD
Br: Nataliya Kubasova
Ow: Joyvanta Edge & Cindy Gause
Grande Premieres

GC, GP, RW ABYZONA GETOUTOFTAILFRE
OF LESMIEUX
Ow: Karen Mahoney

GC, GP, RW AGAVECOON MAXIMILIAN
Br/Ow: Steve & Carol Allen

GP, RW AHAVA-BURMS LET FREEDOM RING
Ow: Lori Bell

GC, GP, RW ANGELICHEARTS C. LEWIS LENTO
Br: P. & D. Schecter & K. Lovelace
Ow: P. & D. Schecter & C. Huffington & Kanis

GP ARROW’S CHECKER CAB
Br/Ow: Linda & Ken Osburn & Judy Boyko
Ow: Linda & Ken Osburn

GC, GP, RW AVERILL SULLYS IN THE HUDSON
Br/Ow: Julie Averill-Marin

CH, GP ROSKILLAM TOMORROW’S PARTIES
Br: William & B. Morrow & Lisa Kuta
Ow: Barbara Morrow & L. M. Kuta

GP BROGHBILLETTHUNDER OF NORCALPAWZ
Br: Carolyn Huddy & K. & L. Rogers
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & Erika Wagner

CH, GP CATTRIA’S BAILEYS CREAM
Br: Sandra & Jim DeLoe
Ow: Carolyn Huddy & J. & James C. Callison

GC, GP CALIWAN’S CALL GIRL , DM
Br/Ow: Kathleen P. Holahan

GP CALIWAN’S TUFF CALL
Br: Kathleen P. Holahan
Ow: Noely Limpoce & Richard Ashton

GC, GP, RW CALIWAN’S TUFF TIGER
Br/Ow: Kathleen P. Holahan

GP CASADECANO’S Rhapsody of Daytown
Br: Pat Decano
Ow: Jane Dayton & Pat Decano

CH, GP CASTLKATZ FLEUR DELACOUR
Br: Li Ling Chung & G. & P. Meeker
Ow: P. & D. Schecter & K. Lovelace

GP CASTLKATZ HEDWIG
Br/Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

CH, GP CASTLKATZ WIZARD
Br: Bonnie Creese & Ginger Meeker
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

GP, RW CLOWNTOWN’S I’M CASPURR TOO
Br: H. & V. Webster
Ow: Linda Smith

GP, RW CLOWNTOWN’S LAVENDER ICE
Br: Howard Webster & Gina Sierra
Ow: Howard Webster & Gina Sierra

GP CLOWNTOWN’S ROCKY ROAD
Br: H. & V. Webster & C. Petrovich
Ow: Howard Webster & Gina Sierra

GP COONSKNIX MOXIE
Br: Judy Friedman
Ow: Lorna D. Brodie

GC, GP, RW DILETTANTE SNOW RUBY
OF JOBARA
Br: Wendy Renner
Ow: Barbara Irie & Jade Kleider

CH, GP ECHOHILL NUNI D’OR
Br/Ow: Pamela Hill

GC, GP FACEHUGGERS DOSIEDOTES
Br/Ow: Phyllis Durdy & Trisha Durdy

GC, GP, RW FAGERVOLL CLEMENTINE M
Br/Ow: Mette Mjanger

GP FAGERVOLL MANTY MU OF LYNSENGMS
Br/Ow: Linda Smith & Darrell & Pam Easley
Ow: Lynda Peace

GP GENASAQUA’S BIG BOY TOYS
Br/Ow: Lisa Moncal

GP GENASAQUA’S IMAGINE
Br: Lisa Moncal & Leicy Bartlett
Ow: Lisa Moncal

GP, RW GRAY CASTLE HENRY LONGFELLOW
Br/Ow: Mark & Karen Rowe

GP HOOFNAPWS PETE BEST
Ow: Harriet Stone & Gregory Stone

GC, GP IVY CAT ICE BREAKER OF GRSKATZ
Br: Pam & Rick Degolyer
Ow: G. J. Walker & R. P. Degolyer

CH, GP, RW KAM-LU’S SHE’S SO FINE OF CUMMERE
Br: Carolyn & Jennifer Kampuida
Ow: Gloria Cummings

GP KAT ATTACK’S HOT FLASH OF GR8KATZ
Br: Linda Ahrens
Ow: Gerald & Joannita Walker

CH, GP KAT-KNAPURR KYA-KNITE OF LYNSGEMS
Br/Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

GP KATSUAMA REMINGTON OF KURISUMASU
Br: Marianne Clark & Susan Eckett
Ow: Susan Eckett & Marianne Clark

GP KENIPURR RIKKI LAKE
Br: K. Smith & M. Clark & L. Boeter
Ow: Kendall Smith

GP KENIPURR RIKKI NELSON
Br: K. Smith & M. Clark & L. Boeter
Ow: Kendall Smith

GC, GP KENIPURR’S KOCHOU OF KURISUMASU
Br: Marianne Clark & Kendall Smith
Ow: Kendall Smith & Marianne Clark

GC, GP, NW KENIPURR’S KURIKETTO
OF KURISUMASU, DM
Br: Marianne Clark & Kendall Smith
Ow: K. Smith & M. Clark & L. Boeter

GP KENIPURR’S MY GUY OF AUTUMBREEZE
Br: Kendall Smith & Dawn Banaim
Ow: Barbara J. & James C. Callison

GP, RW KIDDLYN’S TOBY AKI KONEKO
Br: Agatha Pomaranski & L. Donaldson
Ow: Pam & Russ Mitchell

CH, GP, RW KIMO’S LUCKY
Br: Bonnie & George James
Ow: Bonnie James & Terry Jett

GC, GP, RW KIRIKI TULAYA
Br/Ow: Ann Segrest

GP KISSYFURS GRACE UNDER FIRE
Br/Ow: Cathy & Guy Frazier

GP KISSYFURS INFINEON RACER
Br: Cathy & Guy Frazier
Ow: Mark McCurdy

GP KOTCHERA LADY
Br/Ow: Wendy Hentz & Linda Flanigan

GP, RW KURISUMASU MUSASHI
Br: Marianne Clark & Susan Eckett
Ow: Marianne Clark

CH, GP KURISUMASU SHINBO OF KATSMA
Br/Ow: Marianne Clark & Susan Eckett

GC, GP, RW LATIN LOVER PINK MARTINI OF ARROW
Br: Hannon & Rynor & Bosch & Gasp & Carne
Ow: Linda Smith & Darrell & Pam Easley

GP, RW LAZY O ABYS QUINAULT
Br/Ow: Jean Olson

GP, RW LUVELY BRINGMETHEHORIZON
Br/Ow: Tashna Lyons

CH, GP MIA CHING’S RAINY DAY DREAMS
Br: Pepine & Easley & Willison & Parr
Ow: Linda Smith & Darrell & Pam Easley

GP MUGGLECATS HARLEY PEDERSON
Br: Lisa Lee Jones-Garner
Ow: Barbara A. Stephens

GC, GP, NW OCIGATOS BACCHUS OF BLUE MUNE
Br: Cathy Gumm
Ow: Kristine Kaliszewski & K. Gumm

GP PANET’S BLAZE-OF-GLOORY
Br: Patti Stewart
Ow: Patti Stewart

GP PANET’S CRIMSON GLORY
Br: Patti Stewart
Ow: Patti Stewart

GP PANET’S THUNDER’IN THOR
Br: Patty Stewart & Michelle Smith
Ow: Patty Stewart & Jeri Laird

GP PANET’S WALKIN’ ON SUNSHINE
Br: Patty Stewart & Michelle Smith
Ow: Patty Stewart & Jeri Laird

GC, GP POTTERKATZ LIMELIGHT
Br: Garriet Sapp & Karen Jonas-Sapp
Ow: Mollie Shutt

GC, GP PURRECASSO’S LIBERTY BELLE
Br: Noelle Giddings & Carl Cacho
Ow: Noelle Giddings

CH, GP PURRECASSO’S STARRY NIGHT
Br/Ow: Noelle Giddings

GP QUEST’S NEST FRENCH FRY
Br: William W. & Barbara L. Morrow
Ow: Bill & Barbara Morrow

GP QUEST’S NEST RED LIGHT DIVA
Br: William W. & Barbara L. Morrow
Ow: William & Barbara Morrow

GP SCHOOENER’S VANELLER TRADER OF GRSKATZ
Br: Cheryl Jorgenson
Ow: Gerald & Jaannita Walker

GP SKAN DEJA BLEU
Br: Ann H. Leaty
Ow: Anna Ackerman

GP SYDUS LOWDOWN N DIRTY OF KAT ATTACK
Br: Susan & Syndyee James & C. Lagrippe
Ow: Linda Ahrens

GP TWICKIE’S RAPUNZEL
Br: Trine & Rikks Winkel
Ow: Nicole Fitterer

GP VOLUMINOUS PUGSLEY
Br: Laurie & Bruce Jennis & B. Gavitt
Ow: Felicia Walker

CH, GP WASILLIA FAITH
Br/Ow: Jennifer Vessey

GP, RW WILD RAIN EXCALIBER OF DODOTDOT
Br: David & Carol Freels
Ow: Roger & Nancy Brown & D. & C. Freels
WILD RAIN OCICATS and DotDotDot OCICATS WORK TOGETHER AGAIN TO WIN: CFA’S #1 KITTEN 2012-2013
GC, NW Wild Rain Let’s Dance of DotDotDot
Breeders: David & Carol Freels
Co-Owners: David & Carol Freels and Dr. Roger & Nancy Brown
CONGRATULATIONS
GC, NW KELLOGG’S CRAZY TRAIN
CFA’S 10TH BEST ALLBREED KITTEN!

BEST AMERICAN SHORTHAIR

2nd Best Kitten Allbreed in Northwest Region!
Way to go Ozzy!

He was lovingly bred by Carly & Heinrich Kellogg and co-owned with Elizabeth Hamill.
It was a great year!

KELLOGG'S
WWW.KELLOGGSCATTERY.COM
425.413.0945
CATS@KELLOGGSCATTERY.COM
A GREAT SEASON FOR CASTLKATZ AND THE MILESTONE OF OUR 100TH GRAND!

Northwest Region’s 4th Best Cat in Championship and Best British SH
Cream Spotted Tabby British SH male
DOB 6/11/07
Br: Garriett Sapp–Karen Jonas-Sapp
Ow: Paul-Ginger Meeker/ Lisa Lee Jones

Northwest Region’s 13th Best Cat in Championship and 2nd Best British SH
Blue British SH male, DOB 8/15/11
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker

Northwest Region’s 19th Best Kitten and 20th Best Cat in Championship
Black and White Scottish Fold female
DOB 12/5/11
The 52nd Grand of GC, BW, NW Castlkatz Harry Potter, DM and First Scottish Fold Grand.
Br/Ow: Randy and Kay Bertrand

Northwest Region’s 22nd Best Cat in Championship & 3rd Best British SH
Blue British SH male, DOB 3/20/12
Ow: Paul & Ginger Meeker
and-
CFA’s 14th Best Kitten and Northwest Region’s 3rd Best Kitten
Ow: L M Menshov/G-P Meeker/J-R Beckett

Northwest Region’s 23rd Best Cat in Championship
Blue British SH male, 11/20/08
Br: Paul and Ginger Meeker
Ow: Erin Cutch

Northwest Region’s BEST Cat in Premiership and CFA’s 5th Best Cat in Premiership
Blue-Cream British SH spay, DOB 10/80/10
The only cat in Premiership to be in BOTH National and World Shown Best of the Best!
Breeder/Owner: Paul and Ginger Meeker

Northwest Region’s Best Veteran
Blue British SH spay, DOB 3/26/04
Br: Paul and Ginger Meeker
Ow: Dale and Erin Cutch

Northwest Region’s 11th Best Cat in Premiership
Blue-Cream British SH spay, DOB 11/20/08
Breeder/Owner: Paul and Ginger Meeker

Gulf Shore Region’s 21st Best Cat in Premiership
Cream British SH male, DOB 10/30/10
Br: Paul and Ginger Meeker
Ow: Jerry and Carolyn Tunnell
San-Toi and Kadabra

San-Toi and Kadabra wish to congratulate all the Winners for this 2012/2013 show season.

And we proudly present...

CFA’s 21st Best Cat in Championship
GC, BW, NW San-Toi’s Timbucthree of Kadabra
Lilac Point Siamese male
Br: Dee Johnson/Connie Roberts - Ow: Linda Carlson, Dee Johnson, Connie Roberts

"Thank you, Linda, for believing in Buck3 and for showing him in beautiful condition."

2012-13 Grands
Kadabra’s Star Buck
Kadabra’s Lucky Charm of Bambina
San-toi’s Wind’s Shadow of Wildrain
San-toi’s Valentino
San-toi’s Timbucthree of Kadabra
San-toi’s Alleghney Moon
San-toi’s Walk The Moon of Hiway

San-toi’s Bodacious of Hiway
San-toi’s Moon Beam of Dragonhill
San-toi’s Dusty Rose
San-toi’s Candy of Tamago
San-toi’s Chasing Miracles
San-toi’s Ala Mode of Injoi
San-toi Maximilliam of Gaban

2012-13 Distinguished Merits:
GC RW San-toi’s Day Dreams, DM
GC San-toi Muses Wanda of Cool Beauty, DM
GC, BW, NW Hiway Souvenir of San-Toi, DM

Linda Carlson
Kadabra Siamese
San Juan Capistrano, CA
(949) 355-5868
e-mail: lcarlson88@aol.com

Dee Johnson & Connie Roberts
San-Toi Siamese & Oriental SH
Roseville, CA
(916)771-0212
email: santoi6429@aol.com
Charlie’s Critters

Food and Water Dishes
Home of the Beehive Bowl

All handmade in the USA.
Each has a non-skid bottom.
All products are microwave and dishwasher safe.
Absolutely all food-safe ingredients used in the making of each and everyone.
Custom orders are done on request.

“Coming soon ... THE GUZZLER”

The Beehive Bowl

Charlie’s Critters
www.charliescritters.com
Charlie Wight
(760) 375-2291
charlie@charliescritters.com
UTAH CAT FANCIERS
UTAH PUREBRED CAT FANCIERS
PRESENT:
LET IT SNOW....
SOMEBWHERE ELSE!

Chief Snowflake:
(Show Manager)
Bobbi Irie
jobara@comcast.net
Guest Snowflakes:
10 AB/HHP/VETS
Diana Rothermel
Becky Orlando
Donna Fuller
James Thompson
Gary Powell
Brian Moser
Pam Moser
Vicki Nye
David Mare
TBA

Snowbank:
Utah State Fairpark-
Promontory Building
155 North 1000 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
November 9-10, 2013

SnoKats Entry Clerk:
Gary Sapp
karen-gary@q.com
3785 South 2200 West
West Valley, UT 84119
Phone: (801) 974-5586
Please mark your calendar and make plans to join us for
Lewis & Clark Longhair Specialty Club’s 42nd Annual Show

10 Rings
9 Allbreed Rings * 1 Specialty Ring * Back-to-Back
Cosponsored by Puget Sound Cat Club

Saturday and Sunday
December 7-8, 2013
DoubleTree Lloyd Center
1000 NE Multnomah St. Portland, OR 97232

Judges
Brian Moser AB        Wain Harding AB
Pam Moser AB          Ed Yurchick AB
Rick Hoskinson AB      Mary Auth AB
Russell Webb AB       Rachael Anger AB
Doug Myers SP          Darrell Newkirk AB

Show Photographer: Chanan

www.lewisandclarkcatclub.com
Cat Smell Got You Down!?
Clean up your air with
Greentech Products
From Erin & Dale Cutchen
DBA Starbeam LLC
15% off with this ad.
801-598-9239 starbeamcats@hotmail.com
See product at: http://www.greentechenv.com

Incorporating photo catalytic oxidation technology, high level negative ionization, safe levels of ozone, and electrostatic filtration, the GT3000 reduces particles and inactivates microbes thus providing a cleaner, healthier environment for you and your family. (Not for sale in CA)

It’s a Perfect Travel Companion because it works wonders on stale and contaminated hotel rooms. In just a short time the GT50 can turn your hotel room into a healthier environment that smells fresh.
And eliminates that “BOY URINE” smell!

Youth Feline Education Program

Sponsored by: ROYAL CANIN

We invite all Youths who are interested in learning more about cats to join us. You can have fun and at the same time earn Scholarship funds for your Education. It is easy to do, there are many activities you can choose from. You can earn points by drawing a poster, give a breed presentation or you can show your cat in the championship class or in the household pet class.

For more information go to: www.YFEP.org.
or contact Cathy Dunham at: brtzohny@mehsi.com

Like to play games and solve puzzles then visit: http://kids.cfa.org/index.html